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In memory of Gary Charness
(1950-2024)

Dear SABE community,

It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of Prof. Gary Charness of the University of California, Santa Barbara, Editor of Games and Economic Behavior and former SABE Board member. Gary was a brilliant mind and an outstanding scholar whose contributions to Experimental and Behavioural Economics have left an indelible mark.

Our academic community has lost a great colleague, good friend, inspirational researcher and a remarkable individual whose legacy will continue to guide and inspire us. We are deeply saddened by the passing and we express our condolences to the family, friends, students, colleagues, and others who are personally affected by the loss.

Rest in peace, Gary. You will be profoundly missed.

SABE Executive Committee
1. SABE’s INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITIES

2024 SABE/IAREP Conference in Dundee

Location: Dundee (Scotland)

Dates: August 19th - 22nd, 2024

Standard Registration Deadline: 5 pm BST – July 12th, 2024
Late Registration Deadline: August 12th, 2024

Website: https://congresshub.uk/event/sabe-iarep-dundee-2024/

Dear SABE members,

We are pleased to announce that the joint SABE-IAREP Conference 2024 will take place August 19th - 22nd, 2024, in Dundee, Scotland, at the Dalhousie Building of the University of Dundee. The conference is an interdisciplinary meeting point for scholars who are interested in the intersection of economics and psychology, in addition to sociology, anthropology, neuroscience, and biology.

SABE/IAREP will be once again hosting an Early Career Research Workshop, co-organized by Alexis Belianin and Leonhard Lades. The preliminary version of the conference program is already available: View the Conference Programme

Keynote Speakers

- Catherine Eckel, Sara and John Lindsey Professor in the Liberal Arts and University Distinguished Professor in the Department of Economics at Texas A&M University
- Rachel E. Kranton, James B. Duke Professor of Economics at Duke University
- IAREP keynote: Professor Fred van Raaij, Tilburg University, The Netherlands
- Daniel Read, Professor of Behavioural Science at Warwick Business School, University of Warwick
- IAREP Kahneman Keynote Lecturer: Martin Kocher, Chair of Behavioural and Experimental Economics, Department of Economics, Bibliothek Wirtschaftswissenschaften, University of Munich and Federal Minister of Labour and Economy, Austria

We look forward to welcoming you to Dundee.

2024 SABE/IAREP Conference Team
Morris Altman, Conference Chair.
Dear SABE members,

If you are attending the Western Economic Association International (WEAI) Annual Meeting in Seattle from June 29th to July 3rd, 2024, please join us at the SABE sessions and social hour.

There are two SABE sessions on Sunday, June 30th, 2024:

- One at 2:30 pm entitled “Decoy effects, losses and gains, competitiveness, and subjective well-being” (session 127), and
- One at 4:30 pm entitled “Beliefs, biases, and self-promotion in experiments” (session 149).

In addition, there is a joint ESA - SABE session on Monday, July 1st, 2024, at 2:30 pm entitled “AI topics” (session 178).

Lastly, there will be a joint ESA - SABE social hour on Monday, July 1, 2024, at 6:00 pm at Daniel’s Broiler & Lounge (Located on the second floor of the Hyatt Regency Seattle).

We hope to see you at the sessions and the social hour!

Sincerely,

John Ifcher (SABE liaison for the ASSA, SEA, and WEAI)
SABE Special sessions for the SEA 94th Annual Meeting

Location: Washington (US)
Date: November 23th - 25th, 2024
Website: https://southerneconomic.org/

In this year, SABE intends to organize its traditional session at the Southern Economic Association (SEA) 94th Annual Meeting to be held November 23rd-25th, 2024, in Washington, DC.

This year the topic will be "When, why, and how to pre-register scientific studies"; annotation of the session follows.

The idea of the session is to discuss the importance of pre-registering a study before conducting it. Pre-registering involves explaining in detail the research question we have and what others have done before to address that question. Based on previous work, we consider if the question can be approached differently and formulate our own hypothesis. Then, we define the experiment design (or empirical strategy we will follow) to test our hypothesis. But it's not just that; to be completely honest, we also need to register how we will analyze the data we will obtain and how those analyses can either reject or not reject our hypothesis.

Two of the committed contributions are:

Levent Neyse (WZB Berlin): “Lab^2: incubator for collaborative and transparent economic sciences”
Diego Jorrat (Loyola): "The replication stage after acceptance: the Data Editor view"

There are two more slots for presenters/discussants at the conference. Should you have in mind a contribution to that topic, be it theoretical, methodological, or applied, please contact Pablo Brañas Garza (branasgarza@gmail.com), who is the session convenor, at your earliest convenience.
2. OTHER REVELANT CONFERENCES FOR SABE

10th Lancaster Game Theory Conference

Location: Lancaster (United Kingdom)

Date: November 1st - 2nd, 2024

Submission deadline: August 31st, 2024

Website: https://wp.lancs.ac.uk/lgtc2024/

The 10th Lancaster Game Theory Conference (LGTC2024) will be held on November 1st and 2nd, 2024, at Lancaster Castle and the Lancaster University Management School, UK.

This version of the Conference will be in honour of Eyal Winter’s 65th birthday.

The Keynote speakers of the conference are:

- Eyal Winter (Lancaster University & Hebrew University)
- Rosemarie Nagel (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)
- Carlos Alós-Ferrer (Lancaster University)

The call for participation in the conference is open to all academics. Submission of papers within the areas of theoretical, experimental and applied game theory is encouraged.

Extended abstracts must be submitted by August 31st, 2024, via the following form: https://wp.lancs.ac.uk/lgtc2024/submission/

Decisions about the submissions will be made by September 9th, 2024.

For any queries, please send us an email at lancaster.game.theory@gmail.com
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CBEN & MVE joint meeting 2024

Location: Maastricht (Netherlands)

Date: October 23rd - 25th, 2024

Submission deadline: June 30th, 2024

Website: [https://www.cognitionbehaviorevolution.nl/](https://www.cognitionbehaviorevolution.nl/)

The deadline has been **extended for abstract submissions** for the *Cognition, Behavior & Evolution Network* (CBEN) and *Menschliches Verhalten aus Evolutionärer Perspektive* (MVE) joint meeting by two weeks to June 30th, 2024. You can submit your abstract here: [https://tinyurl.com/CBEN2024](https://tinyurl.com/CBEN2024)

**Plenary speakers**

- **Ingela Alger** (Institute for Advanced Study in Toulouse)
- **Subhasish M. Chowdhury** (University of Sheffield)
- **Faye Thompson** (University of Exeter)
- **Ingo Zettler** (University of Copenhagen)

Moreover, the organizer announced two additional distinguished scholars who will speak at the **pre-conference honoring Eckart Voland’s 75th birthday** on Wednesday, October 23rd:

- **Judith Burkart** (Evolutionary Cognition Group, University of Zurich) &
- **Lars Penke** (Biological Personality Psychology Group, Georg August University Göttingen)

For all details, please visit our website: [https://www.cognitionbehaviorevolution.nl/](https://www.cognitionbehaviorevolution.nl/) or contact us directly at [cben.2024.maastricht@gmail.com](mailto:cben.2024.maastricht@gmail.com)
ESA North American Meetings in Columbus

Location: Columbus (US)

Date: October 3rd - 6th, 2024

Submission deadline: July 26th, 2024

Website: https://sites.google.com/view/esacolumbus2024

The 2024 North American meetings in Columbus, Ohio, this October 3rd-6th. Submissions are now open via the ESA website.

Local conference website: http://esacolumbus2024.com/

Direct link to the ESA submission system:
https://members.economicscience.org/members/proposals/propselect.php?orgcode=ESA&prid=1547953

Keynote Speakers:
- Muriel Niederle (Stanford University)
- Jakub Steiner (University of Zurich)
- Leeat Tariv (Princeton University)

If you have any questions at all, please feel free to email us at esacolumbus2024@gmail.com or me directly at healy.52@osu.edu

| Back to: Table of contents |
2024 European Meeting of the Economic Science Association

Location: Helsinki (Finland)

Date: September 6th – 8th, 2024

Submission deadline: July 8th, 2024

Website: https://www.esa2024helsinki.fi

We are delighted to announce that the 2024 European Meeting of the Economic Science Association will be held at the Hanken School of Economics in Helsinki, Finland from September 6th - 8th. The meeting will be preceded by a workshop on Behavioural Public Policy on September 5th.

The submission deadline for talks is July 8th. Note that ESA has adopted Hawaii time as its time zone for talk submission deadlines. Nevertheless, because this is a new system, you should allow for the unexpected, and so please do not wait until the last minute to submit your talks. We will not be extending this deadline!

Keynotes speakers

- Ingvild Almas (Stockholm Univeristy)
- Douglas Bernheim (Stanford University)
- Leonardo Bursztyn (University of Chicago)

The direct link to the submission system is:
https://members.economicscience.org/members/proposals/propselect.php?orgcode=ESA&prid=1546731

For more information, the full conference listing on the ESA website is:
https://members.economicscience.org/Calendar/moreinfo.php?org_id=ESA&eventid=138189
Soleto Summer School and Workshop in Experimetrics & Behavioral Economics

Location: Soleto (Italy)

Date: **July 21st – 27th, 2024**

Application deadline: **July 7th, 2024**

Website: [https://sites.google.com/.../summer-schools/soleto-2024](https://sites.google.com/.../summer-schools/soleto-2024)

The announcement of the "Soleto Summer School and Workshop in Experimetrics & Behavioral Economics" organized by CIMEO (Centre for Investigation and Modeling of Experimental Observations), Sapienza University of Rome. The Summer School will be dedicated to the memory of Gary Charness. Therefore, in the program of the summer school and workshop have included several events, talks, and other activities dedicated to Gary and his work:

- Panel sessions on Gary's works, moderated by his co-authors and friends;
- Small groups of attending students mentored to review Gary's works, with the goal of preparing survey papers.

Here, you have a short video of the 2023 edition: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqrBg5vNB50](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqrBg5vNB50)

**Keynote Speakers** of this edition will be:

- **Pierpaolo Battigalli** (Bocconi University)
- **Gabriele Camera** (Chapman University)
- **Alessandra Cassar** (University of San Francisco)
- **Daniela Di Cagno** (LUISS Guido Carli)
- **Martin Dufwenberg** (University of Arizona)
- **Volodymyr Lugovskyy** (Indiana University)
- **Peter Moffat** (University of East Anglia)
- **Rosemarie Nagel** (Universitat Pompeu Fabra Barcelona)
- **Daniela Puzzello** (Indiana University)
- **Giancarlo Spagnolo** (Tor Vergata University of Rome)

A **Final Workshop** will be held on the same topics at the end of the Summer School. Senior researchers are welcome to submit an extended abstract to the Final Workshop.

**Four special issues** (*Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Economics, Journal of Behavioral Economics for Policy, Italian Economic Journal*) have been organized in association with the different topics of the Summer School and the Final Workshop: [httpsites.google.com/.../soleto-2024/special-issues](https://sites.google.com/.../soleto-2024/special-issues)

| Back to: [Table of contents](#)
The 4th Discrimination and Diversity Workshop will be held on 2 and 3 July 2024 and will be held virtually via Zoom.

Keynote speakers:

- Jessica Pan (National University of Singapore)
- Sigrid Suetens (Tilburg University)

The workshop will feature 5 paper sessions, each consisting of four presentations. Each session will have a dedicated theme and be chaired by an expert researcher.

- Inequalities in Education (by Simon Burgess, University of Bristol)
- LGBTQ+ Individuals (by Ian Burn, University of Liverpool)
- Stereotypes (by Katherine B. Coffman, Harvard Business School)
- Social Integration and Migrant Children (by Christina Felfe, University of Konstanz)
- Access to Healthcare (by Giulia Greco, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine)

This year Loughborough University, University of East Anglia, and University of Exeter will be funding up to two Outstanding Paper Awards, specifically targeted at recognizing and promoting the excellent work by junior researchers.


You need to register for the workshop in order to receive Zoom links for the workshop. Registration is free: [https://exe.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_31XazuQbNBLs0Sy](https://exe.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_31XazuQbNBLs0Sy)

Please contact at DiscriminationWorkshop@exeter.ac.uk if you have any questions.
3. RELEVANT SPECIAL ISSUES for SABE

Economics

Special issue on

“Replications and Meta-Analyses”

Submission Closing Date: No deadline

Website: https://www.degruyter.com/journal/key/econ/html?lang=en

Economics is inviting authors to submit meta-analyses and replications to our journal.

Economics is an open-access and open-assessment journal, founded in 2006, and published by DeGruyter. As an open access, open assessment journal, Economics is committed to transparency, reliability, and integrity in academic publishing. Both meta-analyses and replications play important roles in assessing the empirical literature in economics and, thus, are a natural fit for our journal.

As a general interest economics journal, they are open to publishing papers across a broad range of subjects, including behavioural and experimental analyses and statistical and econometric modelling. With respect to replications, they are neutral with respect to the outcome of the replication analysis. Confirming replications are just as likely to be published as replications that refute the original analyses. The only criterion is that the replications be carried out to a high standard of scientific quality.

As this call is revolving, no deadline is specified. They welcome your work when and as it is available. Submissions can be made through our regular submission process on:
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Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization

Special issue on

“Mindful Economics: A special issue in honour of Colin Camerer”

Submission Closing Date: August 1st, 2025


The Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization has organized *Mindful Economics: A special issue* in *honour of Colin Camerer*. To honour his contributions, they invite manuscripts in behavioural economics, experimental economics, and neuroeconomics, especially those with a focus on topics that have exemplified Colin Camerer's remarkable contributions to the field. These include *behavioural game theory*, *organizational economics*, *choice-process data* (eye-tracking, mouselab, affective and arousal responses, etc.), *biases and market behaviour*, *optimal experimental design*, *replications/meta-analyses*, and *neuroimaging*.

**Manuscript submission information:**

- **Submission Open Date:** December 1, 2024
- **Submission Closing Date:** August 1, 2025

Papers must be submitted electronically via the Elsevier Editorial System site for the Journal [here](https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/journal-of-economic-behavior-and-organization/about/call-for-papers#mindful-economics-a-special-issue-in-honour-of-colin-camerer). To ensure that all manuscripts are correctly identified for inclusion in the special issue, it is important to select "VSI: Mindful Economics" when you reach the “Article Type” step in the submission process.

The goal is to have the issue published in the Fall of 2026. If you have any questions about the suitability of a manuscript to this special issue, please feel free to contact one of the special issue co-editors.

**Guest Editors:**

- **Marco Palma**, Texas A&M University, Texas, USA (map...@tamu.edu)
- **Alexander Brown**, Texas A&M University, Texas, USA (alex...@tamu.edu)
- **Stephanie Wang**, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA (sww...@pitt.edu)
- **Ian Krajbich**, University of California, Los Angeles, California, USA (kraj...@ucla.edu)
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The Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization has organized a special issue on **Conflict, Distribution, and Efficiency in Bargaining**. The three keywords in the special issue title i.e., conflict, distribution, and efficiency, hint at topics of interest for the special issue. These topics include but are not restricted to, commitment, threats, ultimatums, asymmetric/incomplete information, uncertainty, communication, entitlements, property rights, reputation-building, outside options, preferences for fairness or equality, delay, disagreement, distributive and procedural justice, institutions, arbitration, mediation, litigation, bargaining procedures/protocols, bargaining mechanism design, war of attrition, time pressure, and emotions that may influence bargaining behavior such as envy, spite or anger.

**Manuscript submission information:**

- **Submission Open Date:** March 1st, 2024
- **Submission Closing Date:** March 1st, 2025

Papers must be submitted electronically via the Elsevier Editorial System site for the Journal [here](https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/journal-of-economic-behavior-and-organization/about/call-for-papers#conflict-distribution-and-efficiency-in-bargaining). To ensure that all manuscripts are correctly identified for inclusion in the special issue, it is important to select "VSI: Bargaining" when you reach the “Article Type” step in the submission process.

The goal is to have the **issue published in the Fall of 2026**. If you have any questions about the suitability of a manuscript to this special issue, please feel free to contact one of the special issue co-editors.

**Guest Editors:**

- **Emin Karagözolu**, Bilkent University, Ankara, Turkey ([karagozoglu@bilkent.edu.tr](mailto:karagozoglu@bilkent.edu.tr))
- **Topi Miettinen**, Hanken School of Economics, Helsinki Graduate School of Economics, Helsinki, Finland ([topi.miettinen@hanken.fi](mailto:topi.miettinen@hanken.fi))
- **Bernardo Silveira**, UCLA, Los Angeles, USA ([silveira@econ.ucla.edu](mailto:silveira@econ.ucla.edu))
Frontiers in Behavior Economics

Special issue on

“Image Concerns in Economics Behavior”

Submission Closing Date: November 30th, 2024

Website: https://www.frontiersin.org/research-topics/64985/image-concerns-in-economic-behavior

The Frontiers of Behavioral Economics journal aims to collect papers that study any facet of image concerns in experimental and behavioral economics. They welcome empirical, theoretical, experimental, and interdisciplinary studies. The primary aim of this Research Topic is to shed light on the multifaceted nature of image concerns in economic decision-making. We aim to cover a wide range of different questions including, but not limited to:

- when and to what extent do image concerns matter
- heterogeneity in image concerns
- interplay of self- and social image and of different types of image concerns
- interplay of image concerns and other social constructs, such as social norms and social identities
- new ways of measuring image concerns, especially in the field
- welfare consequences of image concerns and implications for policy makers.

We invite contributions that advance the knowledge on image concerns in experimental and behavioral economics. We welcome empirical, theoretical, experimental, and interdisciplinary studies. Manuscripts should aim to provide novel insights and advance our understanding of image concerns in economic decision-making. **Reviews are also welcome.**

**Manuscript submission information:**

- **Manuscript Summary Submission Deadline:** September 15th, 2024
- **Manuscript Submission Deadline:** November 30th, 2024
- **Guest Editors:** Arno Apffelstaedt (University of Cologne)
  - Jöel van der Weele (University of Amsterdam)
  - Eugenio Verrina (Sciences Po Paris University)